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Product Specification Sheet 

 Wall Lights 

 

 

PHYSICAL DATA  

Natural brass construction with a clear ribbed glass lens. Glass diffuser is secured to body by 3 cap-
nuts on underside of shade.  The light is IP64 Rated.  
 
ELECTRICAL DATA  

240v ac.   
 
COMPATIBLE LAMPS (purchase separately)  

240v ac E27 style LED, CFL or halogen.  
Max wattage 60w halogen or 18w CFL. 

 

INSTALLATION 

Screw back plate to wall using fixings 
provided. Connection made behind back 
plate. T9990 Outdoor Sealant - Black - 75ml 
is recommended to seal fixings and around 
back plate.  
Using a single RCD for large numbers of 
240v fittings is not recommended due to 
the risk of nuisance tripping. We advise the 
use of separate RCD protection for each 
circuit and a maximum of 12 fittings per 
RCD 
 
 

LD40662 Greenwich Wall Lantern 

Light - Solid Brass 240v IP64 

The Greenwich wall lantern is a natural solid brass 
light fitting, IP64 rated and suitable for costal 
locations.  The timeless nautical design, copied from 
original fittings used aboard traditional sailing ships, 
features a clear ribbed glass diffuser that allows light 
to spread in a downwards and outwards direction, 
along paths and patios from house walls. 
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COMPLIANCE & WARRANTY 

 2 year warranty 

 CE / RoHS Compliant 

 Solid brass will eventually tarnish 
upon exposure to air, but can 
always be polished back to its 
original beauty 
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